SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. The Senate will meet on Thursday, March 19, 1998 (SESSION).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A1798  Corodemus,S  Playground safety-DCA promulgate regs.  REF ALH
A1799  Farragher,C/Corodemus,S  Police-co estab crisis intervention prog  REF ALP
A1800  Roberts,J/DeCroce,A  Digitized driv. lic.-auth. issuance  REF ATR
A1801  Farragher,C/Corodemus,S  Law Enforce Crisis Intervention hotline  REF ALP
A1803  Roberts,J/Geist,G  Fire marshal, co.-auth. cert. changes  REF ALH
A1804  Roberts,J  Lic. hairstylist-removes cert. req.  REF ACP
A1805  Roberts,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Child care-estab. lic. plate  REF ATR
A1806  Lance,L  Audiovisual ed. ctrs.-revise operations  REF AED
A1807  Steele,A  Needle, syringe exchange prog.-estab.  REF AHL
A1808  Carroll,M  Itinerant vendor's sales-repeals ban  REF ACT
A1809  Geist,G/Corodemus,M  Co. law enforcement off-proh. resid. req  REF ALH
A1810  Crecco,M  Parents' Ed. Prog.-creates  REF ASC
A1811  Crecco,M  Family mediation prog.-estab.  REF ASC
A1812  Garrett,E  Rural electrical co-op-exemp. sales tax  REF AAP
A1813  Kelly,J/Blee,F  Prescription drugs-proh not FDA approved  REF AHL
A1814  Kelly,J/Pou,N+2  PFRS survivor benf-same as PFRS retirant  REF ASG
AJR33  Wisniewski,J  Purple Heart Mem. Hwy.-St. Hwy. Rt. 35  REF ACT
AR67  Carroll,M  Clinton-rename to Town & Twp. of Reagan  REF ALH
AR68  Crecco,M  Home care for dependents, child-tax benf  REF ASC
AR69  Garrett,E  Health insur reg.-Presid. leave up to St.  REF ABI
AR70  Impreveduto,A/Moran,J+14  Graduate med. ed.-restore funding  REF AHL
AR71  Kelly,J  Suppl. Extradition Treaty-Cong. repeal  REF ASG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A59  Jones,L/LeFevre,K  Absence in sch., unexcused-incr. penal.  REP
A110  Friscia,A/Garcia,R  Truant pupils-serve in-sch. suspension  REP
A121  Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D  Carjacking-add under felony-murder  REP
A137  Bateman,C  Farmland, St.-owned-farming use only  REP
A179  Geist,G/Assetta,N+3  Pub. emp.-proh. changing terms of emp.  REP
A296  Aca (1R) Bagger,R  Drug testing-standards & liab.  REP
A339  Aca (1R) Cruz-Perez,N/Kelly,J  Assault on commercial vendor-upgrades  REP
A371  Acs (ACS) Romano,L/Garcia,R  Industrial estab.-cleanup, resid housing  REP
A425/688/689  Acs (ACS) Connors,C/Moran,J  Stolen prop, receive from juv-incr penal  REP
A799  Stuhltrager,G  Workers comp. accident report-emp. prov.  REP
A848  Aca (1R) Farragher,C/Arnone,M  Horses-reg. sale, proh. mistreatment  REP
A861  Acs (ACS) Farragher,C/Rooney,J  Sump pumps-proh. sewer connections  REP
A953  Aca (1R) Augustine,A/Bagger,R  PFRS-modifies max. age for cert. svc.  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A1026 Acs (ACS) Zisa,C/Stanley,C+3 Drug Free Playground Act-creates REP/ACS
A1083 Aca (1R) Amone,M/Farragher,C Backstretch emp., addl. workers comp. REP/ACA
A1180 Aca (1R) Geist,G Carnival amusement ride safety viol-fine REP/ACA
A1517 Malone,J/Cottrell,M+1 Emerg. svc. vol.-earn tuition cred. REP
A1612 Aca (1R) Kelly,J+1 Police/firefighter convention-pd. leave REP/ACA
A1634 Kelly,J/Talarico,G Nonpub. sch. students-remedial prog. REP
A1672 Russo,D/Caraballo,W Gov., judges, cert.-solemnize marriages REP
A1678 Russo,D/Zisa,C Co. adjuster-co. may appoint REP
A1710 Aca (1R) Augustine,A/Bagger,R Firefighters-memb., NJ St. Firemens Assn REP/ACA
ACR69 Asselta,N/Gibson,J Cape May co. hist. proj.-app. fds REP
AJR31 Wisniewski,J/Friscia,A Thomas Mundy Peterson Day-March 31 REP
AR25 Rooney,J/Garcia,R Mercury contaminated bld., Hoboken-comp. REP
AR57 Aca (1R) Corodemus,S/Gregg,G+4 Safe Drinking Water Wk.-1st wk. in May REP/ACA
S91 Aca (1R) Paliaia,J/Codey,R Horse Racing Injury Comp Bd-extends comp REP/ACA

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A117 Holzapfel,J/Wolfe,D Ed. support-estab. special lic. plate REP REF AAP
A173 Kelly,J/O'Toole,K Fire depts., paid-worker's comp. for memb REP REF AAP
A400 Aca (1R) Moran,J/Connors,C Juv. arsonist-creates new penalty and Fd REP/ACA REF AAP
A433 Aca (1R) Connors,C/Moran,J Heritage Minerals tract-new St. park REP/ACA REF AAP
A548 Rooney,J/Garcia,R Contaminated home-prov. low interest loan REP REF AAP
A549 Aca (1R) Rooney,J/Garcia,R Haz. substance, exposure-monitor health REP/ACA REF AAP
A550 Rooney,J/Romanof,C Haz. contaminant cleanup-cert. prog. REP REF AAP
A570 Barnes,P/Buono,B Edison Tower Hist. Site;$781.5K REP REF AAP
A581 Barnes,P/Carroll,M+1 Bail runners-req. licensing REP REF AAP
A677 Aca (1R) Gibson,J/Asselta,N Water, contaminated-HMFA loan prog. REP/ACA REF AAP
A1198 Lance,L Colleges, independent-constr. proj;$994K REP REF AAP
A1270 Aca (1R) DeCroce,A Troy Meadows Nat. Area-St. acquire REP/ACA REF AAP
A1489 Myers,C/Lance,L Judgeship, addl.-Warren Co.,$275K REP REF AAP
A1616 Aca (1R) Bateman,C/Biondi,P Superior Court judgeship creates addl. REP/ACA REF AAP

Bills Combined:

A668 Crecco,M Juv. employed in comm. of a theft-penal. COMB/W A425/689
A689 Crecco,M Juv. employed in comm. of a crime-penal. COMB/W A425/688

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A783 Stuhltzager,G/Crecco,M Address Confidentiality Prog.-estab. FROM ASC
A803 Stuhltzager,G/Geist,G Haz. substance in sch.-prob. cert. FROM ASH
A979 LeFevre,K/Blee,F+1 MV info.-prov. limited confidentiality FROM ATR
A1220 Doria,J/Charles,J Exec. asst.-cert. mayors to appt. FROM ALH

Co-Sponsors Added:

A109 (Heck,R)
A177 (Friscia,A; Gusciora,R)
A393 (Geist,G; Holzapfel,J; Wolfe,D)
A394 (Wolfe,D; Geist,G; Holzapfel,J)
A395 (Wolfe,D; Geist,G; Holzapfel,J)
A396 (Geist,G; Holzapfel,J; Wolfe,D)
A508 (Garcia,R)
A744 (Friscia,A)
A1018 Aca (1R) (Buono,B)
A1143 (Blee,F)
A1195 (Talarico,G)
A1219 (LeFevre,K; Smith,R)
A1406 (Blee,F)
A1575 (Greenwald,L)

Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A132 Acs (ACS) (Blee,F)
A444 (Previte,M)
A1110 (Crecco,M)
A1300 (Crecco,M)
A1575 (Previte,M)
A1673 (Arnone,M)

The Assembly adjourned at 5:40 P.M. to meet on Monday, March 16, 1998 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (3/5/98):

None